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High Schools, Gerlinde Megow Writes
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urray City &hoots will open
Tuessday, September 2, for enrollment and classifications. The
following day, Wednesday, will
y
r
ar
c:asses meeting and lunch being
served at the three cafeterias,
Douglass, Carter a nd Murray
High.
Books and supplies will be
evailable for the convenience of
the patrons from, 9:00 to 2:00
p.m. Monday at Murary High,
Austin and Carter Schools. They
will continue to be sold at the
three locations Tuesday bell after
then a: the reglPar book store
at Ninth at'id Poplar only.
Enrollment's of all resident
pupil& will be Tuf,clay morning,,
and tuition paying pupils Tuesday
afternoon.
MIL -AND MRS.. GUY 8. NANCE
The faculties at all the Murray
Schools are complete with a
Mr. and Mrs. Guy B. Nance will observe their 50th corps of probably the best qualified instructors the Board has
Wedding Anniversary Sunday, August 31, at their home ever
employed officials said. All
on Cottage Grove, Tenn.. Route Two,
are regularly certificated, with
They were married September 27, 1908, near the no emergency permits and with
Xentucky and Tennessee state line, by John T. Turnbow.! more than a third holding gradAfter the ceremony, a dinner was given by the bride's uate degrees. The largest enparents, the late Mr. and Mrs. L. W. (Jack) Paschall. rollment in the history is expectSeveral who attended the wedding will be present for ed.
New (acuity members at Murthe anniversary,celebration.
ray High Schoot are Sam Crass,
Mr. and Mrs. Nance have eight children living and Science;
Mrs. Lillian Ohlo, Music;
two dead. Noble. the oldest child, died at the age of 16.- Mrs. Corinne McNutt, Speech
Pfc. Charles Nance, the eighth child, was killed in Ko- Correctionist:
rea, April 8, 1953.
At Douglass High are Prof.
Two of their children live in Calloway County. They John Prewitt in Junior High arid
Ore Mrs. Rob Gingles -of Murray and Mrs. Hubert Deer- Football- Coach; Frank Terrell,
ing of Lynn Grove. The other children are Mrs. Huel Science and Physical Ed; Mrs.
Haygood, Mayfield; Mrs. Thomas Wilkerson, Livonia, Connie Mae Cavite third and
Mich.; Mrs. James Cowden, Dearborn. Mich.; John fourth grades: Mrs. James Hodges,
and Music:
•
Nance, Warren, Mich. and Ted and Bobby live at home Typing
At Austin are Mrs. Elizabeth
with their parents, on Cottage Grove. Route Two.
Dalton, Sixth Grade; Mrs. JeanThey have 12 grandchildren and three great grand- ette McDougal, Music:
children.
eaAt Carter Bleneentary,- Mn.
s
No invitations will be sent to the open house from Helen Bennett, First and Second
Grades.
2:00 until 5:00 in the afternoon. Everyone is invited.
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Gerknde MeiSes fourteen - at 8 o'clock. Gisela, a girl fram
year-old daughter ot Mr. and ekeem the street, came by for
Wks Gerhard Meow of Murray, me. and we went to school toIst attending sctu.ol in Germany go her. I went to the principal's
Mhis year. She is !Staying with sefece first. I had been introreliatives in Germany She left clucedeetee the principal the pre'is
very nice
from New York on June 23 and vious day:'.I
I ever needwill return to Murray next Ail- nun. He told m
gust She isI former Murray ed any help, that I esti uld come
him- He- atiser teed Tin'Training SehiebT
Professor Mew is a profes- ily his office• the final thing
sor of Gerrrsan at Murray - Stele ttie merning,. so thttt he could
College The flolloWing letter was introduce me to the ceases. But
received by Mr. and Mrs. Me- When I got there, he weesn't
llow from their dbuielter and it there. so I worst into the ceaseels being printed today because ruem by myself. The bell hadn't
it may be of stare interest here. rung yet, and there was an awThe edfetior poirsts particularly to ful racket in the room,. I eat
the subjects taken in the Fresh- 'dawn next to a red-headed girl,
whereis lame irs one - hag - -and
----lean - year by Girttraie-.
cane, and then
walks with
July 12, 1958 the clues: began. The fine hour
WaS Erigleh, for which I thankDear Marna and Daddy:
my lucky stare, because I
ed
on
Tuesday,
school
to
started
I

'New Bill To Be Considered
By Faubus In New Strategy
LiTmE ROCK. Ark. (UPI)' —
Gov. Orval E. Faubus will consider -today a bill forbidding
transfers between public' schools
letter opening day, since it now
appears that the Supreme Court
may not decide Central High
School's racial status until after
it opens.
Varroll Holleneworth, dean of
the state House of Representatives and one of Faubus' legis-,
Wive leaders. disclosed that he
will talk to Faubus today about
such a bill. It would necessitate
"le Legislature's staying in special session two or three days
longer. .
Faubus appeared to have maneuvered the Supreme Court into
, a spot where it may not decide
on integration of Central until
four days after the school, still
under an integration stay, opens
as a white only school.
The obvious intent of such a
bill would be to prevent seven
alegroes from -transferring to
Central, later if the Supreme
Court on Sept. 11 gives them
permission.
The Negroes. in the meantime,
have been" transferred back to
an all-Negro school.

"I don't think it can be attacked." Hollensworth said. "It
is not discriminatory. It does
not mention race- and it is purely
within a state's right to regulate
the transfer of see:lents within
its own educational system."
-He said details of his bill
have not been worked "Out., It
probably will — if Faubus goes
for it — forbid transfers after
the opening day of public schools
without spetcific permission of the
state superintendent of education.
The bill would spell out that
he would act with the thou/kits:
(1) What is best for the school,
and (2) what is best for the
sociological and educational development of the child.
Unless Faubus asks the Legislature to consider the bill Holleneworth proposes, the Legislature was all set to recess today.
It voted Faublis personal power
to close Central if it is faced
with Negro integratidn.
The lawmakers also passed a
bill delaying Central's opening
until' Sept. 15. Chief Justice Earl
Warren announced late Thursday
the Supreme Court would meet
again Sept. 11 for a full hearing
on the integration crisis in Little
Rock.

1.121t_22, 1958

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon,

didn't feel completely lust then.
Dur:ng recess I went outside
with Guerun, the girl next to
nee, and then all the girds
crowded around me and asked
me all sorts at questions. But
they were all very nice. I answered them as best I could.
On the way to mahout that
we- me* ihme girls Id-every corner. Eech t,nlv we met
e we had to shake hands
with
By the time we gklI
re were about ten
hi SIOn•00),
girls waking 'arida_ us, so. I had
already nude some" -Leienits before I r e. there. These' secthe
s.ubjecis I have: BieLogy, Engle.
Music, Relig,on. Hestory,. Geography, -Feencilt German, Algebra, Geometry, Art, Handicraft
(Home Ec.), and Gym. Thirteen
tubjeets. Whew! So far French
hardest. The
has
been
the
Frenoti tearner speaks nothing
but French during the claw
period. I can understand S.91171e
of it, but tor the rrsoet pert, I'm
just sleeting there, etaring blankly into ;pace. But I think I can
tin,
catch up on that toad
summer. MI the other subjects
will be wk. though. I can understand everything they have
said so far.
Yesterday in English, t Es e
Mather aeked me to read a two
paragraph long 'story to the
dee,. I stood tap and started
reading in Aznerican English.
You should have seen the telicher's face. One blank stare. The
guis could hardly suppress their
Laughter, but after class they
burst out laughing, and some of
them came and shook my hand,
because they knew that t h e
teacher
hadn't
understood .2
word :hat I read.
I tlenk the giris have accepted me now, beeatuse they are
very nice to me. On the way
home in the afternoon, the same
thing goes on as in the morning.
10very time a girl - leaves the
group, she has to shake everybody's band. By the way Daddy,
a lot of the girls wear blue jeans
to sidhool, and on the whole
they are a tette noisier than
my class at the Training School,
but they are still ahead (if me
setiolastically. How they du it,
I'll never know.
You know, it's just a week
(Continued On Page 2)
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!ANT CARRIER MIDWAY
DEMO TO Feamou
Church Plans A
Supper Today

iMr. And Mrs. Hoyt
+Roberts On Vacation

A church wide potluck supper
for Sunday School and church
members of Memorial leapt:se
Church will be held today at
8:30 pm., at the pastor's home,
1302 Poplar. This will be the
leralty d.nner et the °hutch's
Forward Program and will be
in the term .:t a pecnic.
AX famines DO -the Sunday
Scheel and church are invited
to attend. The church will furnish Oinks, bread and plates,
butt each family is requested to
bring es own silverware. There
will be fun and fellowship for
every manner of the .family.

ignor 2

Stepped Up Shelling By Reds
Presages Invasion Of Quemoy

Mn. and - Mrs. Hoye Roberts
and Kay are vacationing in the
South tilde week viskteng various
Kentucky Weather Synopsis
points at interest
-Tennessee,
TAIPEI, Formosa (UPI) — es right up to the Chinese mainAlai:tame and Florida.
Communist Chinese artillery land.
`Windt have C,Anle around to
The Roberts are expected to blasted the Nationalist-held QueThe Defense Ministry said the
the eouthwes: over western and
return to their home in Murray mny
40.tin InAny
eQuatx,eay—..1stands.-next week.
some sources said ,was a pre- With
only about
400 shells
terripieuturee are running about
invasion bombardment. The Unit- Thursdey, the lowest number
le degrees higher in the western
ed
States
emphasized
the
urgency
since they began their bombarde."---r
part of the state than for the
of the situation by ordering the merits on Saturday. But they
hour
Thursday.
corresponding
giant aircraft carriee Midway to bobbed over a hianditul of shells
Warm weather shoukt continue
Formosa. .
during the night and then hit
thr 1..igitt Saturday with minimum
of
80
or
higher
tornperatures
Some Nationalist government Tatan and Erhtan islands with
Wednesday's complete record
over mast of the state tonight. follows:
offices began moving out of 7,00 ghells a few hours later.
It appeared the Communists
There will be some increase Patients admitted from Monday Taipei into the suburbs as a
in cleudinc•e.s and hurifidity Sat- 10:30 a.m. to Wednesday 9:00 a.m. precaution against possible Com- were now ceacentnating cal puremilitary targets, Mclean( *
ly
urday and a chance of some
Master Richard Fricker, at. 2, munist air attacks.
. the big Quemoy Iskand airstrip,
Het showers along the Ohio Paducah; Hermian Holland, at 4;
In
Washington,
President"
Siin anan appartent perpa.ration for
River, but no rainfall of Any Mr's. Wm, Therms Sky, Buch- .
senhower summoned Acting Sec-ii. But Quernoy'e big unpractical eignificance is expect- anan. Tenn.; Mrs. Hs eek en Pas- retary of
State Christian Herter
ed,
chall, 505 Clheerntst; Mrs. John tu the White .House today and dergre,und rock and concrete
Winds today will be
strete- Clark. Rt. 5, 'Benton; Webb Ar- conferred with him about For- fortificatiom were reported unsea at 5 to e0 miles per hour lie Byers, Rt. 5, Benton; Miss mosa. White House Press Secre- damaged.
and should maintain the same Elizabeth Mahn, 804 W. Main; tary James C. Hagerty said "the
direction at 10 to 20 miles Sat- Mrs. Gus Parker, 415 No. 4th.; United States is watching the
urday. Outkiek for Sunday con- Mrs. Wirsifired Allison, 401 So. situation" when asked about the
tinued Voarin and humid.
11th.; Mo Rally Jane Thorne, Red Chinese threat to invade the
Rt. 6, Mrs. Lawrence Overbey, offshore islands in the Formosa
FRANKFORT (UPI) — Gov.
Strait
Rt. 2.
A. B. Chandler said Thursday
Patients dismissed from Monday
Regional Forecasts
In London, the British Foreign
he has no intention of calling
10:30 a.m. to Wednesday 9:00 a.m. Office said the
situation ,in that
a special session of the General
All Sectors fe Kentucky —
Mrs. John Leo, Rt, 2, Golden pfmosa Strait "is seri
Assembly to enact a runoff pri- Barely cieuely and warmer liedkay
Mond; linne. Betty do Jones, Rt. 16t crittcar." Brntsh
mary law.
and tonight, high today 87 to 2, 'Link:bey; Mrs. Lucian Lofton
were reported to have concluded
Wilson W. Wyatt, Democratic 92. Low tonight ranging from
candidate for the 1959 guberna- 80 in the east to 72 west. Con- and baby girl. Rt. 4, Beneath; that "a general war" in the area
As the new school year begins,
torial
nomination.
Wednesday tinued seamen Saturday with in- Mies Eckwirsa Cain,---4707 West is not imminent.
Olive; Miss Suzette' Johnson,
The Nationalist Defense Min- the Murray Parent-Teacher Assosuggested in a speech at Coving- creasing cloudiness; and
humidi- New Cone- nd; Ernest Erneeberg- istry ,said the Reds hurled a ciation opens its work with a
ton that such a primary be held.
ty, high near 90.
or, Rt. 5; Mrs. Billy Bruce V141:: 7:100-1-ound bombardment early joint meeting of the Carter and
"I do not deem it to be in the
eon, Re. 3, Hazel; James D. in the day at the small islands Austin Schools Wednesday afterpublic interest at this time," the
Duey, Rt, 5; Mrs. Billy Smith of Tatan and Erhtan in the
governor told newsmen. "I am
and baby boy, Rt. 2; Mrs. James Queknoy group. -which core
Tobacco Curing Advisory
surprised that he (Wyatt) made
Humidity a is d temperatures Branden and baby boy, Rt. 4; the entrance te the Comm
that suggestion since he and
his friends - have always ex- berth were a. little higher' Late Miss Ruth Seroton, 709 Main; port of Amoy.
pressed abhorrence at changing Thursday. Temperatures ranged Richard Fricker, Rt, 2, Paducah;
When the Midway and th
the rules ai:er the game starts.
fIVIM 83 to 87 degrees and hums- Mrs. Kum Boarrran, 315 W. Gout- carrier Essex, now moving
tee
'This shows weakness on his ctlty (rein 30 to 40 per cent in son, Hazel Park, Mich.; Mrs.
ward Fornioea frees the Medipart. He thinks he can't do the eastern and central sections Charles Watson (Expired), Rt. 2.
terranean, reach the area with
better than rue second, so he to 40 to 50 in the west. This
their escont ships, Vice Adrii.
wants a second chance. I don': trend will continue today with
Wallace M. Boakley's 7th Fleet
blame him; you understand. The curing conditions generally veil
FIVE DAY FORECAST
will be a powerful fighting three
second man in the first primary, throughout the state. Humidity
of six a:rrraf: carriers, three
generally speaking, has got a .s exnee cei
United
Press
conginue
to
International
to
snlustry cruisers, 40 eleetroyers,.
better chance tn
rennft because
T
crease Saturday without any —KENTUCKY ail of the'elleters the first time
for the five-day period, Saturday tour submarines and at least 20
ce-reepending increase in tempgang up on the front runner.
through Wednesday, will average stappiorting Alpe of various typ"But you can put all that to cnature so that curing conditions near or slightly above the state es.
_be
only
fair
in
the
western
ene side and this is. still -204-n1-43c
The Navy clid• not say how
'normal of 74 degrees. No major
two-party state. It was all Demo- arid cen"al sections.
temperature changes expected many wareetenei were afieard
Barn ventilators should
be throughout the period. Precipita- the 45,000-ton Midway,
cratic before 1895, but it's been
which
two-party since then," he added. opened today as soon as the fog tion will average less than one- .can handle up to 100 aircraft.
. In a runoff primary, if the or haze begins to lilt, according fourth inch in widely scattered
A jen-ernment spokesman said
-leading candidate does not poll to the University of Kentucky, late afternoon and evening thun- several sections of the Ministry
51. per cent or more in the_ first, and cksed an hour before sun- dershowers beginning about Sun- of Economic Azffaites -end Oh ePA.rs. 'William C. Nall
primary, he and the candidate set.
day.
Overeeas Affairs Corywniesion alreceiving the second largest numready were quieting Taipei and noon, September 3, at 2:30' p.m.
ber of votes run in a. second
that the Ministry of Interior in the Murray High Auditorium.
primary.
will begin moving some sections
Mts. William C. Nall, Jr presChandler himself was nominaton Monday as urged by the ident, will preside. Mr. Dennis
ed for governor in a runoff
premier.
Taylor, principal, will discuss
primary in 1935. He also was
"Operation and Cooperation," exnamed for lieutenant governor
Curfew Imposed
plaining the new policies of the.
by the nominating convention of
The Nationalists clamped a schoolas set out in a booklet to
1931 and was nominated for his
five-hour curfew on' the' Major be given each parent.
second term as governor in 1955
Memberships to P.-TA. may be
eters of Formosa during the
in a single primary.
night and police and soldiers made at this meeting as well as
"He is the only man in state
carried out a house- by - house in each child's room on registrahistory, to have been nominated
ore
searelh for Communist, agents. tion day, September 2. Parents,
by all three methods.
For security reasone there was both father and mother, are
He later substituted the runoff (Special to the Ledger & Times) ily is $7,504.
NEW YORK — Residents of
This compares favorably with To announcement of the number asked to join the Association this
primary for the nominating conyear to enable Murray to be a
vention, then repealed it, in turn, Murray are better covered than the average for the State of arrested.
in favor of the present single they ever were before by life Kentucky as a whole, estimated
Communist s h o r e batteries 100% organization. The memberprimary in which the a ndidate insueance. The amount of protec- at $6,693 per, family, and with tembarded the Quertioy Islands ships are fifty cents each or one
is-"tiominited by a plurality of tion in force, per family, is at that for the East South Central for the seventh straight day dollar for both parents.
States, $6,459.
Hostesses for this first meeting
trn all-time high.
the votes.
while Peiping Radio br reddest
are: Mrs. Dennis Taylor, Mrs.
The expansion in the number
For all the Murray families
surrender domande around the Harbld Glenn
Doran, Mrs. Arlo
of- policy holders and in the it adds up to a total of $23,clock to the Nationalise garri- Sprunger, Mrs. James Edd Diugtotal amount in force is reported 541.000 in force locally.
Although the rising cost of sons on Quemoy and on Matsu, uid and Mrs. John Edd Scott.
on a national and state basis in
the 1958 Life Insurance Fact living during 1957 put additional 120 miles to the north.
The United States rushed anburdens on the consumer's dollar,
A gespeneeting will begin Book.
lit reveals that the total amo nt American families put 3.9 per other giant aircraft carrier to
at the PI
ant Valley Church
in being in the United Sta es cent of their after-tax income, the Forrnia Straits from Honoof Christ
unday, August 31st
f slightly more than in the year lulu and repeated its warning
passed the amazing so
and continue through Sunday, has
Rev. E. B. Parker of McKen$485 billions._ of which some $5 before, into life insurance. A to Peiping it would be "folly"
September 6th.
billion is in the State of Ken- continuation of this trend—to put for them to carry out their new zie, North Dakota, will be the
Paul Hodges, minister to the
tucky. This is exclusive of such more money into savings, in- threat of Meese-en.
guest preaeher for the 11 o'clock
College Congregation, will be the
additional ineurance as has been surance and other forms of proAnother warning to the Coen- worship hour at the Goshen
speaker each evening at 8:00
issued by the government and by tection — has been noted during naunists was voiced in Seoul, MothedLet Church can Sunday,
p.m. Congregational singing will
fraternal and similar groups to the first half of this year.
Korea, .by U.S. Army Secretary August 30.
be led by Doris Harmon.
Most of the life insurance was Wilber Id, Brucker who advised
veterans and others.
Mr. Parker is pastor of the
The public is cordially invited
For the nation as a whole, bought by men, on their lives. Russia and Communist China to MeKentie Charge Methodist
to attend.
the average holdings per family They continue to hold a major heed the warnings of US. gov- Churches, McKenzie,
North Daare equivalent in size to the share of such insurance, although ernment leaders against carry- Jetta. ,He
and his family are
REUNION CHANGED
"amount of current disposable in- women are adding lo their own
ing' out aggreseive acrtiron in the here teisiting
The annual
Wilson Family
Mr. and
Mrs.
come per family for 18 months, coverage. At the end of last
Formosa St ra it.
Reunion will be held Su oda y
Groover Parker and other relayear, women had a grand total
it finds.
tives and friends.
-at the Wornian'es Club House inPursuit Rule Relaxed
Applying this average to Mur- of $05 billion in force.
Authoritative sources in WashThe Goehen cengregation, and
stead of the City Park as pre- ray, where the net family income
The breakdown shows that 80
viously announced. Proper ac- reported for the 12 months of per cent of the men of the nation ington disclosed U. S. Pacific Pastor Rev. H. W. Owen, excorn Ataitions could not be ob- 1957 was $4,802 and, for the and 62 per cent of the women forces have relaxed their "hot tends to one and all a cord eil
tained at the City Park this year previous 6 months. $2,792, the now have some forni of life pusitit" boundary line and would invitatt;on to come out and hear
chase attacking Communist plan- Br., Parker on Sunday morning.
a sleekest:nen said.
indicated life insurance per fam- insurance.
0---• set-eeetienal

.10.0.1/

, Murray Hospital

Chandler Not
To Call For
Runoff

MHS PTA To
eet For
Time

City Residents
Heavily Insured

Gospel Meeting To
Begin, Pleasant Valley

North Dakota Man
Will Preach Here
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Water condition is 82 degrees
and cigar.
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Bill Davis
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Sewer Plant Expansion
New School Buildings

Hall and Gas Building .... $120,000

Piftnning and

Zoning

$125,000
$110,000
Commission

with

-me

Paul Bryant Agrees To Return
To Steer Course Of Alabama
By DAVE HOFF IT
United Press International
; TuscALo(sA. Ala. .(UPI) The University of Alabama, staggering in recent seasons under
the dole burden of losing

and stayed on as an assistant
coach under Frank Thomas until
1940 %then he switched to Vatiderbilt where he served as an
assistant for two years to Red
Sanders.
Aft

Remarks: Note the drop in
water temperature in the past
week. Cool nights and the feet
ist Fall in the air has brought
this about and with it, fishing
should get better. However, we
can not complain. for I believe
that any one will agree that
catches listed below are pretty
good for August. We expect
teen cooler water by next weekend and that fishing will be good
for the labor day weekend.
Although many fishermen are
passing up this good night fishing
around the bridge piers, take
a look at the night catches listed
below.
•
Night Catches
Detroit, Mich.: Red McLaughlin, Chich McLatighlin, 30 Stripes,

FALL HUMILIATES HER
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) Mrs. Jean Brownfield, 34, today
sought a divorce on charges her
(Continued from Front Page)
husband operated a motorboat
ago today that I landed in Bre- in such •I sloppy manner she fell
merhaven, and I feel like I've from her waterskis and was
humiliated in front of her friends.
been here a year. I haven't been
hs.cn esioic at all
ms•
Wilah much love, your daughter WHERE IT BELONGS
Gerlinde
OKLAHOMA CITY (UN) State Sen. George Miskoveacy
said he wants the name of the
Whatever Happened To state Criminal Court of Appeals
changed to "The State Court of
Criminal Appeals."
KEN KELTNER
-That will put the criminal
United Press International
Ken Kellner. pre - war third blame where it belongs," he
basema.n tor the Cleveland In- said - on the convicted persons
dians, was one of those World nathor than the judges.
War PI veterans who had a
rough time regaining his old SW
form. When he did, it was just LEADS GOLF TOURNEY.
BALITIMORE, Md. (UPI) in. time to heap the Indians win
the 1948 pennant. Kenner be- Kermit Zarley, 16, of Seattle,
came a regular in 1938 and had Wsaehington, carded a 78 ThurstitS beet year (325) in 19U. He day to take the lead in the 13th
had plenty of long bah pundh annual William Ranclotlith Hearst
and was a seven-year fixture * Nationsl Junihr Clot( tournament
third base when - he entered the championship with a 152 toil!.

TWO •••

PHILS SIGN SLUGGER
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) -The
Philadelphia Phillies have signed
Ellwood (&Jody) Comegys of
Beverly, N.J., to a Banersfield,
Calif., contract. Comegys, an outfielder, batted .458 in the Philadelphia Suburban League in 1957.

6

3
4

tow
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states-rival Abburri,- , has
net-floundered in 1948 and hit
SETS TRACK RECORD
Pierre,
Se
D.:
H.
Dahlquest,
25
home the pradigan son to turn out ae a lieutenant eorninaneer)
in bad hick most of '47. But in
SAFtATCIA SPRINGS, N. Y.
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
he resumed his coaching career Stripes, 4 Cats, at to 2 LA., Shad, Cleveland's pennant year, 1946.
the Crimson Tide.
(UPI) -My last Try erablished
Bowling Green, Ky.: H. J.
Paul (Beer) Bryant, rebuilder in 1946 at 'Maryland where his
he won the third base job from a track record for Saratoga's twoIndne-rial Expansion
of gridiron fortunes at Mary- first season as head csach pro- Dunkiow, Jr., 40 Stripes, las to rookie Al Risen and proceeded
mile hurdles co u rye Tuesday
Curbs, Gutteis
land, Kentucky and Texas A&M, duced a successful 6-2-1 mark. 1 1-2 lbs.. minnows.
Richardsville, Ky.: Denver En- to hit .297 with a flock of hom- when he won the $8,100 Lovely Famous Opt')' star Ferlin Husky
agreed to return to Alabama He went to Kereucky the fol-Widened Streets In Some Areas
ers. By 1950, Kenny w
s Night Hurdle Handicap in 3:47 -heads an all star country music
just before his Texas Aggies lowing season and put together dens, 8 Stripes, Ire to 1 lb.. min- h rough.
Continued Home Building
1-5. The old mark of 3:48 4-5 cast fee "Country Music Holiday"
dropped a 3-0 thriller in the eight winning seasons with the nows.
Whatever. happened to Ken was set by Greek Brother earlier which shcrws Sunday only at the
Cadiz. Ky.: Jesse- Gordon, DudAirport For Murray
Gator Bowl to Tennessee. one Wildcats. In 1950 his team had an
Murray Drive In Theatre.
ley Roach (Paducah, Ky.}, 4 Kellner? Now 41. he is back in this month
of the foes Alabama meets this 11-1 mark,
City Auditorium
Cat, VS lbs., Split Shad Min- his native arinvatikee vahere he
year In regular season play.
Bryant says the team he ire-openates a bicycle sive)
n d
ii
Spring training was the only herited at Kentucky in 1947 nows.
JUNI, 1154
MI, 1937
Hopkinsville,, Ky.: Raymond evens a Turkish bath,
time Bryant has seen his new was far superior to, that which
411!
4110.
team, but what he saw then he has to work with this tear DeMoss Tommy Cheywning, 22
memo, Menet
e
e 13.3%
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faIled It, impress him,. "Sure ,01 maealpasjapt ter Text", AM Stripes, 1 to lus lbs., flies. Bill
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,
1
9
bi
1.7%
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CONSTRUCTION
-let•ermen back," :squad he took over in 1954 was
we -have
•
average, minnows and winters
he said. "But the number of probably not quite as strong.
11.3%
BIBLeTHOUGHT FOR TODAY
DURABLE GOODS
flies.
Earl
T.
Saltsman,
10
Stripes.
lettermen doesn't . mean_ anything . "I can make -no -predietiont
'a to Ale lbs., minnows.
10.4%
MANUFACTURING
-it's vino did they beat."
5.
for this season." Bryant said.
DETROIT (UPI) rna I
Day Catches
Thou art acquainted with all my ways.
The record shows they beat
CO%
NONDUltAILI GOODS
Goldy, 8-foot, 5-inch 200-pound
Nashville.
Tenn.:
Mr.
Marion
Georgia and Mississippi Southern.
Ps. 139:3.
oateher from Temple and southeteith, 15 Striper, Little Whiz.
7.7%
AGRICULTURE
tied Vanderbilt and lost to everyHerndon. Ky.: C. W. Keatts, I paw Larry N., se of Were Dame
Yet he loves us still.
one else fir a miserable 2-7-1
WHOLESALE
7.1%
5 lb. Bars, 1 3 lb. Cat; Bomber. have signed "substantial" bonus
RETAIL TRAM
season, same as in 1956. At that
C. W. Keatts and daUghter, 25 'ol,neeelete' seleh the Detroit Tigers
5.7
though, the two seasons were
F
ALL PUSLiC
Striper, to, to 2 lbs.. A.B.U.
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SERVICE !HOOTERS
Hardin, Ky : James P. Pritch- club, direotor of scouts Ed Kate•the' Ticii-itaggered through-a
PUSLK
euti. 5 White,
6 Ins,
lines &ad today.
10-game season and never came
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ADMINISTRATION
Cape Girardeau, W.: Bill
Gokbe ,erf .Biaoleavood, N. J.,
closer than 15 points to winning.
.inger. George Hiisch. 14 LM. 2Le wise; plays firsi base and the
But Bryant' faced the Same
A YEAR'S RISE IN LAYOFFS-Here, industry by Industry, Is
lbs., fly rod hula popper. George ouat.eici. lies a rigtk
situation when he went to Texas
handed
how joblessness rose from June 1957 to June 1958. Note
Hirsch,. 8 Black Bass. 3la and hit•e•:.
A&M 411 1954. The team he inthat joblessness Increased *All Industries. (rJantral Press)
down„ Fly Rod Hula Popper.
herited there won only one. out •
Nome,
6-40ot200-pound.
Hoiskinsvia, Ky.. John H. McUnited Press tnternaSieRld
'of ten, but the next three years
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1
By OSCAR FRALEY
. passed one million. meaning it compiled a 24-5-2 mark highThey used to w'hisper he Was Coy, 15 Stripes. 1 Sda .lbs., Little and 10 oneahiliters during 1958
. 45,
United Press International
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GN SLUGGER
"ELIA (UPI) --The
'hillies have signed
xiy) Comegys of
to a Banersfield,
Comegys, an Out
.458 in the Phila>an League in 1957.

By CH,SRLES CORDDRY
United Press International

•
400 BUSES MISSED—Rioting students flee pell-mell as Mexico City motorcycle police roar in to
rout them out of one of some 41)0 buses they seized In protest against • fano hike. The students
ousted drivers, and Injuries were suffered during the clashes. Drivers tried to protect the buses.

Newport Nasal Alr station and toaster's Itarhor Island.

Iowa Wages Road War In Effort First Manned
To Save 100 Lives 1111_958 Platform
Seen Soon
By DAN BYRNE
United Press International

DES MOINES —
"Save 100 Lives."

star Ferlin Husky
star country music
atry Music Holiday"
Sunday only at the
In Theatre.

—

That's the command, goal and
watchword of Iowa safety officoifs for the rest of 1958 as they
buck head-on into the nationwide
problem
of
Highway
slaughter.
Iowa is out to prove to the
nation that the safety people
eatintless lives
can he saved on the highways
through caution, courtesy—and a
crackdown.
Commissioner
State
Safety
Russell Brown has trotted out
all of the safety campaigns slogans and gimmicks in the book,
ip and some that arena., to stop
Tows
motorist
frorn
killing
themselves.
So bar, 77 of those lives have
been "saved." Ilavaa's 1958 traffic death count has dropped from
348 in mad-July a year ago to
271 this summer.
That success spurred Brown's
latest campaign to "Save 100
Lives." The state's traffic death
a. rate hit a peak of 700 in 1956.
Ft cirtaiped to 690 lest year

JUNE, 1955
es
133%

v

11.7%
113-4
10.4%

1%

by industry, is
no 195& Note
' Central Pressj

(UPI)

•

EW! c
•

LI
Tim wotIon pictiorit
'Mo,.b,. ii SO rerrFlying S.
W. hist* to inlur• your lift during its showing. This policy,
howitter, is not valid for poop,*
will. *mown h•ert Sr n•rrous
conditictos or costs of

ii

Brown wants to hold it to 590
this year.
How's he going to do it?
The key feature of the safety
By ROBERT MUSEL
program is a system for susUnited Press International
pending the driver's licenses of
AMSTERDAM (UPI) — An
motorists who are guilty ad in- Amer:earn "astronaut" said today
fractions. Each driving--ofitense the United Stales may be ready
Is assigned a certain taariber of to -test The wiarld's first manned
points. A violator who gets 10 space platform within the next
points automatically loses his five years.
drIving permit,
Darrell Romick, of Akron,
rat,
s possible to lose your li- Ohio, told the International Asceniale mt one - sea klub
tronautical 'Congress
Interioivie
carrying a full 10-point petialty, research already has produced
such as drunken driving, man- tentative solutions to some of
slaughter or speeding 20 miles he problems involved in launchover the limit.
ing such a platform.
The traffic death rate dropped
Romick
said
the
proposed
sharply after the "point system" platilorm
Id be a three-stage
startel April 1.
rocket carrying eight men —
The -Save 100 Lives"' earn- three each in
the first and third
is the latest feature of the
stages and two in the second.
drive. It's tamely a slogan camEach stage would be a "spacepaign but it will be backed up
ship: .capable of returning to
with aetion.
•
earth, with delta wings enabling
The State Safety Department
it to maneuver in the
has asked city officials throughphere. _
out the stale to suppot. the sloTht duties of the crewmen
gan campaign. The employes of
have been figured Sat in some
Brown's deplartment answer the
detail. he said, and special chairs
'phione with these words:
with pushbuttons in the arms
"Good at-earning. Let's save 100
are being designed 90 they can
lives. Can I he
you please?" .
operate the rocket even under
The state police rad10 netthe vast strain of takeoff.
work 'broadcasts the appeal into
Another - American space engievery State Highway Patral office and ear, sheritt's office and neer reverted on prospects for
police department once an hour a "special events satellite" which
he: -said could make it passible
24 hours a day.
The
Iowa
Highwar_ Pirtn-,1 Sir half the world to see a "live".
backed up she announcement of teleoast of the inauguration at
the program July LI with a the next' US. president.
Robert Flaviland, cut Rrilactelmass license and safety insaneton the following weekend, the phia, said it would take about
two years to get a TV relay into
biggest in fhe state's history.
The entire force of the patrol, orbit if someone were .willing
aided by local officers. set up 54 to foot the bill.
.Rorroack heacks the Goodyear
inspection sites that Saturday
and Sunday. They checked 58,- Tire and Rubber Corripany's a.346 car sand trucks for safety tr'nautica department ,and Haatand their drivers for license vi- iland is a member of General
Electric's missile and apace mtaff.'
olations.

No advance notice of ttie inspections was even. The drivers received 2.822 faulty equiliment tickets and 572 summonses
MONONGAHELA, Pa. —(UPI)
to appear in court for license
violations or extremely danger- —Fifteen years ago, the Moniongatiela liturinessnwErils Aissoelaous equipment.
tion Mailed 3 fruit cake to one
Braeinis lea.as. 1.13. ."set pea- of As hometown soldiers -etapie excited about setting a traf- tamed at Font Custer, Mich.
fic safety reword" in hopes they'll
But the soldier, Leroy Gibson,
aetually-do it.
left for alert Pacific before the
cake arrived. ilbe cake fa/lowed
him to various Pacific bases but
never quite caught up with him.
Recently, the cake arrived at
the horde of Mr. and Mrs.- Comer. A Gibson, ...the sokher's_par506 W. Main St.
Telephone 130
ents. His mother reported that
YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN CO.'
"it atilt looked fresh."
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If I'd Known You
Were Leaving, I'd

I 17-ARSITY I
Starts SUNDAY!

MILY

El STORE

MURRAY LOAN CO.

Grand Opening
Morgan's Furniture Mart
Concord Road

It

Presidential yacht Barbara Bane will take Ike to the office.

East, West Forget Difference
In Batte Against Disease
PATRICIA McCORMACK
United F...ress International
NEW YORK —(UPI)— Nations of the world that are so
sharply didialeci over control of
nudes, weapons and other sixt
questions of life and death have
taken a single-minded approach
to matters hurbanitiarian.
For the past 10 years, they
have been Wing This — free
world and Octrimunist world,
east and west air through the 88ration World liealth Organization.
*As a result, sick ohildreri have
been restored to health the hungry have been fed, the blind have
been cured.
Most of the human beings to
whom WHO has extended its
aid live in obscure parts al' the
world, places that, to us, are no
more than curious names in a
geography
briok.
There,
the
heath organization is sparking
all-out war on manlind's five
tuberculosis. yaws, traclairna and
leprosy. And it is engaged' in
guerrilla-warfare with 4CI other
diseases as well.
---ror- 15 - cents a -person. WHO
detectives have found a way to
corner malaria and give millions
a new /ease on life. When 'the
agency was first: formed in 1945
malluia struck 300 million per
a year, of vahoin three million died. Today, the toll has
been cut in half.
live more years and 32 million more dollars may wipe out
the disease altogether, WHO
hopes.
Eighty million members of the
human race suffer from yaws.
But WHO points out that nine
out of 10 cases can be cured
with a single shot of penicillin—
al 25 cents each.
Fifteen per cent of the world's
opuPal ion suffers trim blinding
t rachomo. Thr(Sigh WHO, Formosa alone has cured more than
one million cases among school
children — at 40 cents each.
Free information about nutrition and sanitation is being
By

,s Mile from City Limit

REGISTER FOR FREE PRIZES
To be given away Saturday, August 30, 6:00 p.m.
You do not have to be present to win.

M.

FREE COLD DRINKS

ts

Special Sale - Saturday Only
7-PC. LIVING ROOM SUITE

not molien picture
'Arlatelisre Ii so terrifying Illutt
wis forms to insur• your lif• der.
in; its showing. This policy,
how•tne, is not valid for prropte
with keown hirer! Of ..•r V OVI
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'149.00

Consisting of Couch, Chair, 2 Tables, 2 Lamps,
Platform Rocker

5-PC. BED ROOM SUITE

th

'98.95

Walnut, Mahogany or Blond Bed, Dresser with large
Mirror, Chest, Innerspring Mattress & Box Springs

SEWING MACHINES

s59.00

Portables with Attachments

ZIG ZAG CABINET MODELS

VARSITY

'150.00

With Attachments

I
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WAStHINGTON (UPI) — The
Navy teday announced development of an "underwater guided
inassile" to be fired from subMarines and steered by an attached thread-like wire.
It was the third major develc.pment announced by the Defense Depantrnent In 24 hours
designed to increase the nation's
military posture.
.The new .underwater weapon,
the Navy mid,. can strike its
target .despite enemy evasive
maneuvers. As the torpedo noses
through the water, the wire is
aa
aratgasafergerasaltevessel and "wire guidance enables the 'torpedo to fillow the
target until the kill is made."
The Navy declined to disclose
range of its new weapon, designated the Mark 39.
Test New Rocket
A Defense Depaatmenit slatemerit Wednesday night- revealed
the Army has tested a rocket
mator with such huge power it
could hurl "an air defense missile to a very high altitude almost instantly."

Starts SUNDAY!

piored iota) backfard parts of
the world to give infants in
these outposts of civilization at
leen an even chance for survi- •
eal during 'the first, year of life.
In too many places, however,
infants, if they survive, still
have only a 50-60 chance of •
making it to their sixth birthdaY!
Since the same netiorrs that
hold armament secrets so close
to the vest have merged their
nalillical
ere-power, however,
hope tor *bine tots is running
high.
Dr. M. G. Oandau, director
general of WHO, with headquarters in Groeva, Switzerland, sums up the impact of
the organization by toying:
"It will be considered by future historians as one of the
Most taignifidant factors in . . .
progress during the last
10
years."
If historians have to this-el
their records on some, as cave
men did, they might note:
"hue burr* ended it all. But ,
for -a while the WHO had proved
that - nation's- - could 'work togethet."

BE SURE IT'S iBRIDGET
LOUTSBU
, NC. (UP!) —
Police Chief William DC girr_nrit hiss
advised his men to be careful
1 11 the search for a
missing pet
-kunit named Bridget. even
has been deodorizeal.
though F
"Approach any' stray skunk
with caution. It might not . be
Bridget," said the doef.

Starts SUNDAYJ

116.95
LOO.

— SEE KELVINATOR BEFORE YOU BUY
1.95
23.95
59.00
5.25

FLOOR 2'ItLOSEOUTS "

15$
IBS
LBS
171.110

Kurfees Everkleen
OUTSIDE WHITE PAINT
m0110n picture
'Allocisisre

it DO NUM y• rtg tiwri

Reg. $6.80 Gal.

har• I. insur• your tile during its showing. This policy,

KURFEES
PAINTS

w•

$5.75 gal.

Until Oct, lit only

how•witr, is not valid for p•opl•
with known Starr or n•ryous
conditions or cases .t sorcislis.

RUBBERMAID DISH DRAINER TRAY
BRASS•BLACK WASTE BASKET

2.25
1.39

SEE SE1GLER OIL HEATERS
It

VARSITYI STARKS HARDWARE
"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
Phone 1142
12th 4. Poplar

Starts SUNDAYJ

Shamrock Oil Co.
SIXTH

MAIN

FREE WATERMELON
WITH EACH 10 GALLONS OF GAS

Friday And Saturday
AUGUST 29-30

Reg. Gas 28.9c gal
This Gas Meets The Highest Standard
See Us For

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
LEE and FIRESTONE
TIRES

HESTER
BATTERIES

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
MAX LOVETT,Manager
Phone 638

-

reopy NOT

,I

.. I
I
_ — • _ 11
VARSITY I

GOOD IRONING BOARD
PLASTIC (CLOTHES BASKET

-,wo•sam

-

we hot• to insur• your life during its showing. This policy,
7WCII I, is not valid for p•opi•
k.ow• heart or n•rtosis
conditioos or coo.,,! svicidis.

STARKS SPECIALS

•

-

I
The motion picture
":clocobri• is so ivrrify'ng that

aA
20 GAL. TRASH CAN
LARGE PLASTIC WASTE BASKET
KELVINATOR 'Automatic Washer (with trade)

Beecham Demands
Elimination Bout
MIAMI BEACH. Fla. (UPI) —
Stubby Jimmy Beecham, fresh
from an upset decision over
Bobby Floyd, demanded an "elimination" fight with a highranking midleweight contender
today while Boyd and his manager sang the familiar losers'
song, "We wuz robbed."
Beecham. of Miami, who believes champion Sugar Flay Robinson will retire with the title.
asked for an **elimination" bout
with the winner of the Sept.
'11 fight between ex-champ Gene
,Fullmer and Spider Webb at
Salt Lake City.
Beecham, 1581a.. beat Boyd,
161, with looping rights Wednesday night for a unanimous 10round decision in their TV fight
at the Miami Beach Auditoriom.
13e,yd, favored at 7-5, claimed,
"I beat Min but I didn't get the
decision."
Manager Bernie Glickman declared, "I'll never bring another
fighter down here. Bobby hit
Beecham in every round with
a flock of left jabs and right
uppercuts while Beecham was
bobbing and weaving low to
avoid punishment — and not
throwing .any punches."
The three ring officials favored
Beecham on a 10-point basis
ae"Tollows: referee Billy Regan.
98-94, judge Barry Perlman, 9795, and judge Fred Aaronson.
97-96. The UPI agreed 98-95.

7-1

The Defense Department statement said the Army "successfully test fired" the rocket motor at Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala,, Wednesday night, lit
was tested while bolted dawn
to a test stand.
Power of the rocket was given officially as 'Several hundred
thousand pounds" of thrust. It
to
was
underaitood
officially
have produced more than 450,000 pounds of thrust.
The Navy, meanwhile, took
the wraps off a revolutionary
new propeller design i.vhich officials said could lead to development al ahips with "unlimita
ed" speed.
Capt. E. • A. Wright, commander of the 'David Taylor Model
Basin here, where the propeller
aat
would "no longer be speed1.imiited as for as propulsive
capaclties are concerned." The
officials spoke freely of future
ships. with radical new hulls,

WEAREVIER '14" (PIZZA _PAN
ADMIRAL (AC-De PORTABLE !RADIO
BLACK AND DECKER 61/2" M. D.'SAW-6 FT. STEP LADDER

11111111111111-11111/1011--

PRESIDENTIATVAEATiON—Here Is President and Mrs. Eisenbower's vacation site, the same as last year but with one
variation. Last year the President motored to his office,
took a boat to get to the Newport gulf course. It's the
other way around now. His office will be on Coaster's Harbor island, his summer White House at abandoned Fort
Adams Last year hia vacation was pockmarked with Little
Rock integration troubles. They're brewing a storm again.

that coukt travel at speeds ri?
100 au 150 knots (115-410 miles
per hour) as a result of the new
propeller development.

While the °Oficial announcement did not say so, the rocket
booster was known to have been
tested in connection with the
Army Nike-Zeus program for
devekping a defense against intenaantinenta) ballistic missiles.

Underwater
Missile is
Developed

LE96s—st.s.
-

I

—,
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Engagement Announced
Lochie Landolt, Editor

efet/P

Phone 1685

a

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Wednesday. September 3
Monday, September 1
The Grace Vie att Circle of the
The Loth* Moon Circle of the College Presbyterian Church will
F rst Baptist Churce will meet have shed rregulier malting with
.n the home of_Mrs. Roy Devine Mrs. Carol Warren al 9-30 a.m.
at 7:30 in the ev emir/8.
•• a •
••• s
Thursday, September 4
'** The BWC of she First Baptist
The Garden Deperrement of the
Ceurch we1 meet at 7:30 in the Murray Werniane Club will meet
ceenthg in the home of bins. at 6:30 in she evening at the
Heiner Love.
home of Mr and Mrs. Max
••••
Churctsie, hfenth lith
reet, /or
. The WSCS of the Firs: Metha family picnic.
essessevesee--easreelearefreiree trial
e ewe-.
•• ••
ewe-en Septemberat
11 :46 a.m. in the educational
e Monday, September a
Suburban
Hememakers
building. The program will be
The
• g ven by Mrs. Irmest Cardwell, Club Anti meet at 7:00 at the
Deteict
Mn.!Koine 4 Mrs. Bobby Gnegan at
President, and
Veren Mesehell, Distrset Cheese- 509 Bea'Ar Street. This wail be
man-of PubIcity. bath of rutted. an %Ala deur meeting.
• •• •
The Metric Belle Heys Class
Tuesday. September
of the First Methodist Church
The Jessie- Ludwiek Class of will meet in the church's social
the College Presbytenan Church
hall as 7:30 in the evening.
will meet at the eluersee
Mrs...Lucian Young will be program leader.
Tuesday, hapeseaber 9
•• •
-The Winsome Cla.ss of the
Tuesday. September 9
Manorial Baptist Church will
The Snell Murray Homemak- meet in the home of Mrs. Evers Club will meet at 130 in erett Nanny at 7:30 in the even!.e at ernocri in the home of ing.
••••
el;s. Walter Meier on the Coniii Higreway.
Thursday. September 11
• • ••
The FIrst Christian Chureh's
Greuip Three of the CWT will
Tuesday. September 2
The
Murray
Assembly
of meet at 7:30 in the evening in
Thenhow f ,r Girls will meet an the church's pastor.
oms Hall art 700 us the
rine general meeting of
Andi
eteng
ateetTuag
he Asserabbe grand the Murray Wienan's Club will
ev-0111C-It--lbr club
.11ekt
ireIT ricivIA.r. All
are tugger to attend the meet- beee_ Speakfmg well be Dr. Kan
Bogard Dunn. men:9:er of 'the
tee.
e •s
Facet Ffeseites Ilabbodkit Church
The
aserneertes Club will in Jeckson, Tenn. Presiding will
meet a. 6:00 In the evening at be Mrs Charles D. Mark, presiWriserte 'CS*.
. tit if the eel:,

,

•
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tarns were pedestrians.

Holiday
Victims In
All Areas

You don't have to be involved
in a spectacular accident miles
from
horne to be numbered
among the nearly 20,000 Americans who will be killed or in•
jured by aueorntibila over the
corning Labor Day weekend.
Mns. Earl Jones, preederst of
Quite the contrary, says The
the Kiricsey FUCIACe Hemanakers I
Travelers Insurance Company,
of America Chapter, was honorwhich pet the microscope on
ed by the members recertly
the experience of its milieun and
with a surprise miscellaneous
a half insured oars over the
giower in the home of Mims
July Fourth Weekend. Since the
Janet Like.
company is one of the leraest
wetter of automobile insurance,
•
The honoree was presaged
I a mathematical eiotenstion of its
rosesweetheart
amaze of red
Claim 'experience should give a
buds. The. hostesses, Mese Stella
reassonalbly accurate profile, for
Adams and MISS Janet
Sieve, of the :Innate
were presented vett gift Dorbaklay aceident . victine
sages of venste carnet...es.
The study was full of sttrpidses.
The punch table was overlaid
While exceesive speed
was
with a white linen deite and
evident and accounted for the
centered with an arrangement of
more spectacular multiple - inred roan. elles Lake isrteeded
jury and death oases, the great
the punch table.
bulk of the casualties resulted
Miss Faye Par.on wended the
from rear-end ocilllstons, tralfic
gueet regseter. Games were playTight vieletions, bukure to grant
ed and prizes elate by Mt-sees
Kay Tucker, Clawlesta Garland,
The engagement of Miss Barbara Ann Jones is an.- the right of way and similertly
and Flaye ?orison. Mess Nancy nounced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Colon 0. Jones, prosaic actions by drivers who
sevem ,ciat of eight eget* were
Bazzell won the door pssaa.
Kirksey Route Two. Was Jones is the bride-elect of
not very far frown
Mrs. Jones was given pieces
Thomas Edward Joiner, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Contrary • to expeetations, the
hem her china pagan a n d
Denver Joiner, Hickory, Route Two.
totals bulked as large fa Satcryeoal by the hussies*.
Kirksey
of
High School and urdae and
Miss Jones is a graduate
Sunday, the so-called
Those etending were Mnees
State College. She will graduate from "middle period" as fur Friday
Dana Gray, Phylia Pete Caro- attended Memphis
lyn Green, Vickie Jo Adms, Baptist Memorial Hospital School of Nursing in Memphis, and Monday, indicating that the
Jean Peener, Dann Cade, Joan Tenn.. on September 16. She has served as a member of greatest haziania are nut necessarily involved in a frenzied efMorgan. Kay Tucker, Nancy the Baptist Student Union Executive Committee.
Mr. Joiner was graduated, from Symsonia High School fort to get to or from some
Bazzeil. Charlotte Garland. Leona Lawrence, Celia Morgan, and from Keagan's Technical in Memphis, Tenn. He serv- vacation spot.
There was not a single report
Sylvia Tucker, Judith Hares. two years with the U.S. Army, stationed in Germany. He
of a safety belt in use in any
Faye Patton; Mrs. Wieleen Ed- is employed as a construction electrician.'
wards. Mrs. Jerry Crouch midThe couple 4111 be wed on Saturday, September - 21i of the cars itworiveck in the gurly.
dle huriteeees.
Only one out of fivg„ of the
10:00 a.m. in the First Baptist Church of Mayfield.
Those not.. areerideng bat sent
accident. occurred
on
so pet
Kneanetta
were
Massa
Oa
highways or divided highways.
Plaker, Grade George. T o a i
In onty one out of 20 cases; was
Bundle& Linda Compton, Betty
drinking reported. Ine,only three
Jureeh
Trease.
Darruhn
Sarah,
out of 100 cases were any
Glenda
frame Lillie Harr-solo
defects reported. AiSulker, Lorna R, Eva MeeseMrs. Jerry Overcast, Rantoul, n-post half of those injured or
Wiss %dna Fa ye Ragsdale,
low moms Dormes amid Areea
killed were under 30 years of
bride-elese of Claude B. White, It., the termer Janice Armstrong
Brand e
age.
recently
a(
Salalsa,
was
entertalined
aireplunented
Was
Jr..
••••
Nat se surprising were the
with a tea shower held in the .recenele wee a housitteed MowMime of Mies Frankse Erwin, er given by dn. W. A. Ladd. folk-wing findings: Fourt out of
909 Sycamore Street. Hos'twee Jr.. and Mae Eve Overcast in Live drivers 'row:eyed in the total
were meth seven out of eight
were MIN) Ecw.n, Miss Deane the, Mane of Miss Overuast.
Mrs. C)vernee chuse a dress accidents nocurred in dear weaElkire and Mn. Gene King.
lakie and astute with a blue ther and on dry roads, and only
Guests. *arriving between the
Mr and Mrs. Claude Anderson
cumberber.. Ai her shoulder she about eve per cent of the vic4111 leave today for Nashville hears 4 three and five o'clock,
wore a cersage of white ca matiers they will meet Mrs Ken- were greeted at the boor •oy a
Jackson and young son, DOCetving be of the hue:asses, estri& a gift from the hoireseee.
The me& able was overlaid
Wes_ Claude White, mother of
s rue will arrive from Los
the giociar. lbw Msyrwrd R,aes- witha white linen cutwerk
• ilifornia by plane. Mrs. Jac
the niece of Mrs. Anderson. dale, mother of the bride, and •able•elvish centered vegh an are
rangement 4 aurnmer flowers.
icy will be guests of Me and Miss Ragsdale.
Prizes were ws,n by Mesdames
ere. Hal Fleischman over the
litees Ragsdale was anired in
hoe day weekend.
a tree:emu frock of brown and Gene Sowell, Bryan Overcist,
••••
white eaten. Her gift corsage end Jerry Overcast. The winners preeented thee prate to
Mr. and Mrs. Ebner Coliirn was bronze dhrysarithernuens.
-id deldeen. Sanany and Sue
Mrs. Ragsisle and Mrs. White :he hors.ree.
ten, recently returned from wore corsages of red mem
nuts, manes sad cod
eulis Valley. Oloki., to,there they
Punch. t:ny cookies. nuts and drmics were MIN t•ti to the guests.
Apcm,xamately 50 pe•sons at'eve been vaulting Mr Chains' nents were served from a long
erases said his brattser, who has table covered with a geld cloth 'Led the warty.
the post overlaid with lace Ceatering the
seriousky
Alternating
at
the sewing
• • • •
trial weeks.
table was an arrangement of
• ••
gold chrreanthanurns flanked by
s Drarsion 'Over candleadwas, -Other-asXL _end Mrs. Jamirenounce the birth of a son. rangtmeres ef fall firmer, were
Kett Orr, burn August tl at the used at rantebe g5iints throughKOPK1NISVILLE
P
Murray liesental wee:fling eight, out the home.
...untie seven ounces. The Brane liable were Mtn Carolyn Walks, Deborah Faye McCain. bur ns hve on Murray Route 4.
Mass Mate Love, Mrs. Keith eeeredd daughter of milkman
•• • •
Carl NecCom, gave her fattees
Hillard and Mrs. Fred Wells.
A son, William Smith, Jr., was
Mee Ragsdale and Mr. White milk debvery truck a wide berth
• ..rn August 7.1 at the Murray' wift be married Safurday. Au- today.
4O1 SPOT-George Bender, forThe dhlild clunibed feet - first
-4"74411111 to Mr. and Mrs. Wil- gust. 30 in the bride's honer.
mer GOP senator from Ohio,
Hon milk
- Stealth, Murray Prate Two:
ere an empty ID • • -• • seems to be feeling the beat
baby weiejled seven pounds
can Wedneeday while the truck
at his press conference in
irtarkeetS.
was parked in front of the
Washington as chairman of the
••••
house. Alter getting her ent.re
sew three-man "anteraeketeerEkatalielfh 0-K Iley Loekha rt
nergh die seem end
lady
oonunfusion named by
was lapel August 23 at the
three-fourths ineh hole, she was
Teamsters President James
sex
t•-.*wing
Murray 1-1(11431tal
unable to get (Art.
Hotta to clean up the big
pounds two ounces. Her parents
Her cries twougle her parents
union. Bender said he would not
see Mr. and Mn. David Lockto the truck but they Were unhesitate to try to oust Hotta
haft, Ointseal Freightsi
himself if Hotta deserves It.
Able to se/ease the now tearful
a a ris
Debbie. and
Chach Harlan }lodges
McCain rushed seven miles
&tighter. Money, 4 M,601,14',
R. R. 2. -Fierne to HTOpkineeille
fdatee sore in Murray this
where workers at the Borden
week.
Milk Co mad a steel saw and
• 9 • •
wire snips :to releaee her. 'A
1
peps-tele helped her through the
WRONG PARTY
noisy ordeal,
GORHAM. N. H - (UPI) McClain said !thee "none the
Tourists who take um look at
swinge br• wear" t.Abby.
in
chef
forebockag Fearikenstein
New liampshire's Whee MounHEADS GM-New president of
tains and assume it was nemed
The well-known ski resort
General Motors, the world's
ater the fissional menster-crebiggest manufacturer, Ls John
town of Serve, Vt., lost 40 of
weir are wrong. This FronkenGordon. 58. He succeeds
es G5 young men 1 nthe Civil
s'eui'was an artist who painted
EXCLUSIVE
Barlow Curti(?), vatIring at (15. War.
pictures of the area.
.
24 HOUR
AAA SULANCE
SERVICE
••••••••'

Mrs. Earl Jones
Surprised At Party
Given In Her Honor

public

In summing up the re-auks of
the survey, J. Doyle DeWitt,
president of The Travelers, saki:
"In most highway meety efforts
the emphasis has always been
on spectacular crashes inweheng
fatalities, largely because n o t
eneugh is knovon about t h e
numbers and causes of injuries.
Yet serious injuries are ahveys
very cieneastating to the Inckvideel and he family, and in the
long run more daily to the in-

- and SATURDAY

outright

"This study cencerned Itself
only with obe holiday weekend,
and the Endings may not be
typical of the day.ineday experience which is coseing the
nation so much in material resources and manpower. We feel,
however, tate it is the kind of
analysis which must be made
an a much greater mete before
real progress in accident prevention am be achieved."
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-*Classes Start September 6
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Tea Shower Given - [Mrs. Jerry Overcast
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there is still some doubt about have to be amended by theeGenL-F;:4111r
PEMBROKE., assae. -(•41)7
the legality of the proposed ex- oral Assembly if Ketalaii3t IS
tension of unemployment bene- to accept federal' fUntis for ex- Eager, alert "Aunt Mollie" henfits, and that a special session tending ur,..Thp., men', benefits. see, who will celebrate her 91st
Chandler sold Wednesday that birthekay this October, is perand the court tee', uf such a bill
would coat considerable sun* of money would have to be paid faritby sati.s.f:ed -.with, her We.
But, there's one thing she
money.
back if extra eel:ease benefits
"I'm niot enthusiastic about are paid from the presere re- wants, acCording to her daughof
ter, Mrs. Helen eWilklits
sending good infancy after bad. serves or from federal loans.
"Our busineesdnen don't Want Squantent.
I'm not godr.g to do a futile thing
adverse&
Is
are
ads
payable
Came/fled
(lays.
three
foe
wised
•-per
We
weeds
Is
for
as per weed her one day, unlalreunt et 17
or a useless thing. We will hove to pay it. They eay thed is one Aunt Mollie, who gained someto know they the courts will of the. mercers we are in a de- what of a reputation areund
FRANKFORT (UTI) - Gov. uphold it," Chandler said.
pression. That makes sense," the Pembroke by failing out of a
and
rooms
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2 ACRES of land with a 4-room
A. B. Chandler said Wednesdiay
tree at the age of 76, wants a
said.
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Only
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hiouee, three miles from Murnay.!bath. Adults
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swing.
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Ferguson
M.
Wel sell or trade for ixoperty Phone Mrs. A D. Butterworth,
slate I4isla2ors aren't enthusias- Gen. Jo
A.19C SPECIAL type route work. 60
first draft of the proposed, bill Comnierce and Associated Inin Murray. 6-iROCIII4 house in 100.
tic about a proposed law for a
'DOUBLE TROUBLE
TRAILER, 30 foot. Call
extending jobless payrne.r.nts dustries of Kentucky'beth opfor
lot 65x225. Will sell
on
Murray
berte-stops, 54 days. $80 guarantee extending unemployment
S4C
AVON, Conn - (UPI) 737-&1-4.
etudying said he could pose extens'ion of jebless payafter
and
Por $6500 Jones &Tatum Realty,
edus expense-5 weekly. Oppor- Sts in Kentucky.
One dna after he lost out for the
no regal or c3n41‘itsuitional ments.
A30C
NOTICE
'ye, 24 dich, new Gatlin Bldg. Phone 78.
BICYCLE,
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"f1 WeIC,..),-,e. 'Come say howdy
, er war Or peace His nlr:ei stei a .nu rnent later Ling entered th.
go
.11
and
him
rave
aspeeid with
to the rest"
a commission as eolon•i in the hcuse
2-Evei g
il
a:
-Why. hello. Jealget Might:
S Aemy to awry* the Contederwr•
I r.-4
ef•
3,
Colin met Darnley and Redloe.
MSC
49 I
*V .2
isamik• youaams ems Oaltai midge at glad to get eou riere
5.t44.444clen
Treeers older mothers He was
.--/pals
the cl strict
benhury. was swayed
4 "A t1,1
go,4
ath
b. tweets all•e,en-e to his father•
A
"Hello. Lena" Colin's gelatine rtroduced to Charity Darmeyei
Phone 886
4 5:.
65.
11:
cr... letter 11
wishes and Ms feeling of ditty to the was equally warm '1 thought comretent wife He warmed to
210 East Main
•••••
Union
-:touth
Diatr y ailed Feature Syndicate. Inc. ay
Resale.' tide prohtem Colin Is na. I d accept you: tilVitation to clo the its children who stared at
Am,r: en
e.0tnel
lag trouble with Itla oristneratl, non- a little hunting at Hobbs Creek, him
ran into anothet room.
,Si,, in nut i,,,..• ant
c-e. Jeannie Del
by R.4bere Van Busse
neeree around the deer (amb and
of his sanuaistaneeship with two
-Sure nourh tickled you did' eigrled Ile acceptet. with pleas-poor whites.' Una and Ann Stewart.
NANCY
of the backwoods reelon of Hobbs Them von hounds my kids se ure a M112 of mire cider
Creek. Undee the eirmirmetances the playtn
to ma surprise the talk goon
promise of diversion front hie prob"Yea. they are."
I-IMM---MY OTHER
lem. that le presented by Lines not.
turned to melees He would have
f.t..,n en hunt for en,. at 11,-.-he
"Any gocel"e
fhought these men as isolated In
Creek Is alluring to Judge CiamPbell.
TOELESS SHOE
WATER
"Re good as any deer homer their tetroong as thee were in
NANCY,
t Ho,"or. h• feels Apt!, hoien1 to 'PO
e I know.'
IS MISSINGwere
nut
they
domain
their
THE LAWN
rtz.i:lgvna;dby
her bearillln
"We'll try 'em.' Ling promised aware or all out the very tamest
Ling
with
hunt
to
In one hand he carried the deveioprrents in the inc:easingiv
On hlis way to the Stewart% tee
(-whin Conn is entraneed be s lovely rifle that was mulcting from the , bitter struggle between the North
it
buying
visualises
yneent hOuee and
down Ms back dangled
and living there with Jeannie. At rack and
arid the Smith About mo. re
!At's"•"%bin Doan le yr...te4 he non a turkey with -16 hold Shot oft cent event' they eueettoneeI Dim.
her two stash boys end her 'ether.
!MITI barred from the mar Keenly phrasing theft queenone
Fn.* Pollard. whe is in • state of glee neck When Ling (aid nts
64.41
mental Attack. . . .
no as to ettrit teem tern an idea
siPa
turkey on the table Cotin was of hie awn opinions Once they
itnet
watching Ann He saw on
•••••
felt sure that he rIto not eters.
CHAPTER 9
face revu/sion and disgust. but he the views of the pinnter errs"DLEASE come into the house." 1 also saw resignation Probably
their own
•
I Ann Stewart invited Colin she had long since ceased trying tocracy• they declared
eiev.e outspekenly.
• rimpbell. "Ling will be delight- to explain that turkeys with
keen
you
slavee!"
Darnley
"Do
ed to see
bloody hese& had no place in the
him
4
.
11.
She Blood paid, and Colin en- house, least of all on the lining Hamlin had ;raked
-,Ferev,fiee
110.,
!ley father has over a hundred,
tered • large room that was ob- table. But Mat then her father,
eliteeeeeedete.F..M.-••••••
plantation:
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eellifle
Wings.
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viously the (renter of the house and little Lingo CRT. in and all
•
by Ernie Bushinillor
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A
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fireplace.
SLATS
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AMIE
to a huge stone
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. buT WE (te)i(ireE) le-ANIer ei
table flanked by wooden cheers
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YOU- MEAN ((3020AN
ZeIN YOU TWO IN bete' AnerftleiCtfY I
Enna caught up the turkey and The next day I reve them their
dominated the center of the room.
ELOPES! 94E CAN'T STAND
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C:4 '(CUR TV PelOneAA. e ....4
•"--and against the far wall stood a Lingo remained at his side as freedom and asked them if they
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-WOW
64060/HS
HITCHED,
t
THE
MARRIAGE?
spaciouls couch covered with they left Ling replaced the rifle would care to work for me they
TULIP- AND
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GET
DD
RIGHT,
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are
with
they
end
tanned deerskins. At one end of in the rack and turned to Colin. seadry agreed
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# the couch Colin wan amazed to -Tell you what. Jedge. It's a hit me still"
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"What
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late in the
see shelves crammed from
DISH!
WAITING
SCENERY
to ceiling with brake On the op- now Spend the night here and that?" Recline had put it bluntly
GOA YOU,'
"He thought I'd Ion my mind.
posite end stir a gun rack hold- we'll go out at dawn In the
ing four rifles, with an empty mornise Meantime, you and I can arid we've been Argutng about It
go visit *nine of the folks on ever since
space for a fifth.
i/
They were not only against
Coen lingered in front of the Hobbs Creek before dinner."
"That eounde fine Ling. but the &doe of slavery. believing _a
honicAbetves. Plato a Republic was
uedeird between Gibbon's Dedine I don't want to put you people man should •do for hiaself." Colin
and Fall of the Somas emplre to all that trouble I Pa-ought my discovered, they else had a reand Macaulay's Hietery of Eng- camping gear with me. and a gional pride which had been afland. He tried to keep surprise night out under the stars would. fronted by slave-owning lowlander,. 'Nobody gout to Ketch us
from his voice ais he said, "You be a real pleasure to me."
But La' a wouldn't hear of it, fightin• so them easterners can
P, have a fine library here."
-It is my father's library." Ann and his Invitation was cordially eve like lungs with all their
answered. "But I am n the only seconded by Anti' Soon the two shaves waitin on 'em." Darnley
men had startled up the ,valley said. "Them easterners has been
one tO read It now."
Coen wan filled with eurloaity. and Into the wools on their way bossin the whole state of Virtly Al Cape
What were this beautiful young to the neighhors'. the free-rend- ginny tong -enough. grabbin all
Mb.
Ni-eor
LIL' ABNER
woman and her father doing ing Ling shortening his step 6o the money there in fer schools and
hr-me? What had happened to the suit Colitis. At half a mile's dis- roads and," slyly. "courthoureo.
Yd A
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f (RIC-0.41"
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oKeio•
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mind that once studied Gibbon tance, they emerged into another We got to go clear to Wetherly
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TI-117REBACON
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`
to find a school and clear
.
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)
and Macaulay? How did ahe clearing.
C.:104114IEAL-C
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-Darnley Hamlin's place." Ling aext county when one of us Os
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come to be married to an amiSHOUT1N' 01(C041SINGE
law."
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little
a
walked
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-into
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neither explained as
able woodsman who
-AND POUR
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NO MORE !!
o read nor write? He would tike to the log house "Beriloe an Tracey, He winked at Ling.
PIG'S FEET !!-ARKS!!
Later Colin asked them. -Put(Ift know the answers to all these, his brothers. livid with him and
IS
WE
PIO
,
ting aside all your differences
but her tone of voice precluded his primate of young uns"
MAROONED!!
gm-stems%
As they approached the house with the east, what would you do
itt;
"I'm sorry Ling Isn't here, a young man oh about twenty it worst Caine to worat and fed*
*
c
the
taste?"
came out to meet them lie was eral troops entered
Judge Campbell."
we'd fi,t,ehrted.rig h t
oligh , iCk()%41nrnie
eIre
as tall as Ling but nore heavily
"Plearie call me Colin "
"or
yanswered,
red
was
and,
like
she
His
spoke
hair
Colin."
built.
'All right.
f at thing you know they'd be
without a trace of aelf-conscious- Ling, he was cleanshaven. He Ir
movea with the name easy woods- t kin' Over Hobbs Creek."
ness. "I'm Ann."
As he left with Ling, It seemed
grace, and his grin was
en proud and lovely name end man
tee,
to Cohn that the opinions of the
moat befitting."
contagiou.a.,
"Hit" Lang called. and when brothers Hamlin were more rea"Thank you!" she laughrki
A,. "Ling's gone hunting, al usual. they were near enough he said sonable than those of his own
proudly, "Tiacey Ilanilin, I want father and brother.
'II But he should Lie here soon."
(To Be (,'ontinued)
As though her words possessed you to meet ledge Campbell."
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Efficiency On Farm Figures
Show Kentucky's Position

Winter Oats
In Test At
Hopkinsville

High Quality From The
Dressing Is
West Kentucky
Flavor Check Carcasses
Seen In Sheep Sub-Stalion

T.
Murray College Farm '
Tests Winter Oats

energy.
Conisdering performance and
relative costs of grains, the mixture of halt corn and half oats
appears to be the most practical
of the four grain rations used
in this test with New Hampshire
hens.

United

LEXINGTON, KY.-Forkede •
winter oats variety, one of ti'
Kenturat recommended stencil,
three oth, r
opped
' varieties.
hundred
per
cost
The grain was nano-led twice
LEXTAGTON. KY. - Ken- civ.- feed
recommended varieties in winLEXINGTON, KY. - The
cents
55
Is
above
daily to each pen. All pens
pounds (II milk
raolry•s farrn industry, th
ter oat tests c snducted last winreceived a 20 per cent protein
perhaps lagging in some areas, the U S. average
ter at the Murray State Col- salad dressing Is as important as
LEXINGTON, KY - Number (A report on recearch, activities layin& mash which was self fed.
.and
. 'Ile _pz.•.iiez.ly ctiof en.„
Kentucky averaged 952 an
farm ..m.ureay.
;
LEXINGTON. Ky..- .Dubois.
the whole has hown a steady
•
S. No. 16 car- or views of the Experiment Subof choice
Verne Finkner, Kentucky Ex_ . vegota.btes when It comes
isserease in vohame and efficiency sere incorne from its cropland, winter oats, a recommended vafrom the KeMeaelty Ex- statists State at Princeton.)
nellaanoe,' lietar tar - IreritUcky Use. 174Part,petio'neet Station small grain making a tasty sated.
TS the Iasi ft4r years.
While Its _northern
registtered
Station's
oertrnent
$76. Without oiher recommended varieties in 1 specialist, /Who clockictect the
-- That's the est -of a report Ohio, averaged
The dressing lends a at- Hamer-hire swine herd hes imVade-teeently by the Kentucky tobacco (or cittonl. the income a . winter-oat yield test last win-- ; test, said Forkedeer yielded 86
GRAIN MIXTURES FOR
flavor, entranced by oniord, roved considerably in the last
tipot
ter
G.
W.
III
the
at
Duncan
farm
Dusini.
.
)
.,.....
soot
...arias
.”
""ailr
Agrsasaa...i
*ALIN HAMPSHIRE HUSS6
giarrre.. Wi'Fillr.--11Pner-V1111,̀
Hopkinsville
are.
near
Tennessee's is 934,
. production efficiency committee
yielded 61.4 bushels; Bronco,
wads _af_iiitiegar... Amnon
New -444imashiee hen* fe4-earta.
e -636- 41'
*it4e
ses
"
iCee
- bushels; and Atlanta2
a
C-7- Kb
That's apparent in comparing as the grain ration produced
•
grain
other trek juices. and many
small
Station
periment
$139,to
Kentucky
amounted
are
bushels.
four
All
in
reconutnenL, Here are a few of the things
figures on the 1951 group and the most eggs and had the lowest
kincts of herbs and spices.
specialist, said Dubois yielded
ded varieties for Kentucky.
166,000. Says the committee; of
they found:
-the 1957 group, says C. E. Barn- mortality in a two-year test
71.8 bushels on the (es' plus.
brought
oat
calves
and
winter
Highest
,1
-yielding
cattle
French- 6'es-sing, a combina- hart. station swine specialist.
- Praen 1940 to 1956. Kentucky's this
comparing grains and grain mixAt:antic variety yielded 661 .
rnilkon phis; hogs. nearly bushels. Forkedeer. 85 bushels:* he test was a Kentucky expert- tion of oil and acid with seasontese of traceors Increased 7.7
In the 1957 swine perfonrsance tures.
Similar hens, fed corn alone
• K-54-1844. Finkner ings, is popular, and very easy record project with the herd.
reales. wfcle the t. S f:gure was 947 million; and sheep. about $8 and Bronco. 56 5 bushels. The i mental line
I'VE GOT STAN BACK ALONG
This yielded 72 bushels an to mike. Food specialists at the
31d. -:aostr three also arer recommend- '
•:mes In 1940 only 16 per_ riClion. 500 thousand.
91.90'percent of the hogs slaugh- as the grain feed, had the lowest
nit
is
Seed
acre.
1957.
available,
in
he
averaged.
Kentucky
highest
atcall
egg
Kentucky
production
H•adochas or sore muscles spoil your
the
of
rate,
University
ed varieties.
ern'. if Kentucky farms had
tered were graded Choice No. I
work and ploy. Get quick comfortHighest yielding winter oat - in reled. as the line must be tested tention to this recipe and varia- carmases. In 1951, when the mortality and required the rrc , '
Stecertcity but in 1955, 92 4 per- about $89 a head for. its oanle
ing rake with STANSACK Analgesic
tions from -the U. S. Depart- praject started, only 55.30 per- feed to produce a dozen eggs.
rent did; for the same peri,-,d.. sold and abut 813.410 a hundred 'he test, conducted in cooperation
Tobl•Is or Poted•rt. Dna STANSACK
Ar-.•h-r
Kentucky
expert, ment of Agriculture:
S figure was 33 percent .4bouncts However, Ohio averaged with the -Pennyrile Grain Iraere
cent were in that,.classliarlarr,-„, rain mixtures,- 444 -half--earn
formula is 0 CON161010,1011 of medically
hun'
arid half oats or (2) half Corn,
11.63-2611. vie
proseroese. Association. . S a
nprischenh, desigaml for
p.osa
'1955 '--$12? sci ts,"4--imd
1,40 iad 4'43erCi
he said.
FRENCH DRESSING: Comone-fourth oats and one-fourth
K- 54 7 bothels an acre. Isnkner
.dred.
Kentucky experimental
taster action against palm
1956, Kentucky dairy
orl
vegetable2 cu.ps
1
bine 1 /
"Although there has been lit- wheat, compared favorably with
average production per I In feeder-steer calves sold, 54-1844. This line yielded 85.7 raid. Seed of this line is being
2 cup of vinegar. 2 tea- tle change In the averale car- oats-alone in production and read .
1
Kentucky bushels. Seed is not available,'increased but vzjIl not be avail- with /
7tfi
pounds of rrrilk (over 1
pineal
Percern of
spoons .of salt I teaspoon each teas qualities of Ile test, pairs conversion but were higher in
animAs graded fancy and choice Finkner said. as :further testing ' able for several yeats.
1$351. while the U. S. average'
2 of pigs, it should be noted that mortality. Deaths from cannibal1
Several southern varieties of of sugar, and paprika.. and /
23 roust be conducted. Ano.her Kenfar the same period was 194 ' •csxnpla rect to Tennessee's
tacky experimental line. K-53- winter oats, which winter-killed teaspoon each of pepper and dry the pigs are becoming more uni- ism were greater in the pens fed
Opuncb In 1957. Kentucky cows percent 1; 52 percent graded good
7
yielded
eold
s68 yif
at the Lexington station test. mustard. Shake vigorously in a form." he said. "as indipated by corn-alone and the one fed a
In- 3
werr. up another 160 pounck of and. 33 percent. meckurn
sn being were not tested at Murray.
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Seed form th
c•-vered jar or bottle or beat the high percentage of U"S. mixture of corn, wheat and oats.
...Wr.!k average per animal, and create in beef cattle numbers
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increased and will be available
, with an electric mixer.
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again.
however,
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•
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. for the
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U S.. 156 poem&
less cannibalism on rations that
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Finkner said, although at the
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fied seed, readily available for on juice may be aubsidhuted if farms nee checked. Birth
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In the hog !guineas (1954a
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